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THE EDUCATION OF THE
TEACHER OF ENGLISH

--------~--------

An enquiry into the need for a study of the role and status of
English teacher as seen by himself, by his colleagues in other dis
plines, by parents and by pupils.

ROLAND HARRIS

A. The increasing pressure to accept a 'diffuse' role
IN DISCUSSING the contribution of English in the humanities th
som Report asks two questions before any others: 'Have aim and
in teaching English kept pace with what we know about young
how they learn! And does English teaching take sufficient accou
rclation between school and the world beyondr' These questions
prominence in the argument of the Report epitomise trends in th
conception of the aims and role of the teacher ofEnglish and reprcsc
gcneral movement in at least the theory ofeducation towards a child
and outward-looking and away from a subjcct-ccntred organisatio
curriculum. Little is known cven by tcachers of the expectations o
and children in this matter, but evidence would seem to suggest l
do see the teacher first as a moral guide. thcn as an instructor in spe
and knowledge, and only after that as an instrumcnt of social adj
a guide to good personal relationships or even to vocational advan
A persuasion to accept a generalised or diffuse role for the teacher
tically universal in educational writings and may be observed not
Governmental reports but in the published views of professional bo
in the recommendations, indeed exhortations, of influential writer
art of teaching. The aim ofart teaching, claims Herbert Read, is 'to
better persons and better societies rather than works ofart'. 'Good t
says Marjorie Hourd in The Education of the Poetic Spirit, 'rests u
kinds ofunderstanding, an appreciation of the intrinsic values ofthe
to be taught and a knowledge of the nature ofchildren.' Research als
seem to bear out the idea not only that the role of the teacher has
more diffuse, embracing parental functions and the skills and interes
social worker2 but that the teacher who can recognise and work
vidualitv of children is more successful than another who work
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from other subject specialists. The skills of communication are fur
so difficult to achieve that the amount of time left to English as a
body of knowledge is very limited in school until the sixth form
tendency to reduce the specialist field is at variance with the gener
ment (especially in secondary schools) towards greater specialisation
ment perhaps well illustrated by the gradual disappearance of th
subjects teacher in the secondary school. Even the teacher of a 'b
form' is now frequently termed a remedial specialist, and it may se
doxical that at the same time this tendency and the stress on a chil
or socially-centred curriculum can coexist. The explanation ma
responsibility for the generalised curriculum falls on the human
especially on English-thus the uncertainty of the teacher of Englis
precise role and status re-emerges.

C. The grounds Jor uncertainty in the teacher oj Enxlish
It is perhaps worthwhile to examine some of the particular caus
uncertainty. Such an examination may enforce the conclusion t
uncertainty did not exist, it should do so.

(i) Lack oj knowledge ojmodern subject material

The field of the subject has become vague and indefinite, not o
advanced edge of study where infinite extension may be expected
able, but at the elementary stages of instruction and testing. A fun
example of this may be seen in the modern approach to linguist
The utility and validity of the traditional Latinized and prescript
ofEnglish grammar and the picture given in them of the structure o
have long been questioned4 and numerous attacks have been mad
continued use in the classrooms. But as yet, the majority of te
English have little precise knowledge of any new formulations of
ture of the language. This is not a situation which can lead to selfthe specialist teacher, or to the respect of colleagues in other depar

Loss ojprecision in examination procedure
Authoritarian if mechanical definition is also diminishing in the
English goals by examinations, which have hitherto outlined the
of the English teacher-or fenced it in, as some would maintai
clarified the aims of instruction. The limits of the examination hav
increasingly unsatisfactory to many constructive teachers, and th
against English examinations are well known-that, for example, t
too narrow a range of skills, encourage cramming and teaching in
pattern, and condition school work when they should reflect it.
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a corresponding development of appropriate affective behavio
supposition may well be the basis of a continuance of instruct
moded grammatical terminology referred to earlier. Research s
by Jacob 6 queries the tenability of the assumption and seems to p
development of affective behaviour depending upon appropria
experience-as with cognitive behaviour itself There may in
inverse relationship between growth in cognitive and in affective
and knowledge of literary history may if acquired without havin
enjoyed the literature itself, lead to less rather than greater love
The imposition, for example, of rote learning exercises in poetr
known to fix knowledge and dislike of the poems learned in a
proportions. There seems little doubt that literary history witho
experience is nugatory. But here the teacher of English will of
quandary and will find yet again a diminution of the value of h
knowledge and authority. The low vcrbal ability, and the cultur
of many pupils in a systcm of compulsory universal education h
to find acceptcd works of prose literature which can in fa
with understanding and enjoymcnt in the classroom. Where th
is felt to be too difficult or the expcricncc too remotc recoursc m
to castrated versions of the original tcxts or else to a hotch potch
mayor may not be good, and in judging which the opin
non-specialist is as likely to reccivc credencc as that of the teacher
It seems possible that the success of schools in spreading reading
widely as has bcen done has to somc extcnt rebounded against the
English and made furthcr progress difficult, because commercial
advcrtising. and certain scctions of thc lllass mcdia have an interest
the poorer readcr only too readily responds) in kceping content,
values at a low lcvd.

D. The comequcnce of acceptit~1! the ddjuse Role
Nothing that has been said here diminishes the central importanc
lish in thc curriculum. But it may serve to suggest that the teache
lish has more than most tcachers a need to rcthink the boundar
subject and to decide what are his aims and the means to achieve
particular he may have to decide what is the basis of his author
classroom and in the school hierarchy, and to do this he must asses
the social and personal roles additional to his subject speciality are a
or important to him or within his competence. It could be that the
of teachers of English have already yielded to the pressure of exp
commonly expressed in the professional literature that they should
much more diffuse role than heretofore. But it may be that 'th
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motivations, he will acquire certain personal qualities which may
for example, a demonstrable enthusiasm for English. The teacher
'continually returning to the sources of his inspiration', should in
an active reader and probably an active writer. This if true ma
facilities for critical discussion of books suitable
children of diff
groups, of modern adult literature, and even for publication of an
of writings by teachers. This also might need to be organised as an
process and not merely as an occasional conference. Will a child
write, or think these things matter, if his teacher does not!
(6) Similarly, the teacher will need to devclop certain skills to
or perhaps a more conscious level than is the case at present. These
areas ofknowledge are largely psychological, and include for examp
ledge of child development and of group dynamics. Such subjects
explored in training courses for beginners but perhaps even more p
in follow-up courses for experienced teachers. 'All therapists have
effective core the inter-personal re1ationship'-if this hypothesis is a
to the teacher/pupil as to the therapist/patient relationship, the im
ofthe teacher's understanding ofhis own role and motivation or of h
is apparent.

E. Information required for the proper erectioll of En<<;lish swdy and train
The resolution of such questions as the following may therefo
importance in assessing the functions and in re-structuring the tra
the teacher of English:
(a) Is he satisfied with his status as a subject specialist at present 1
(b) Is he satisfied with the state of his knowledge of his subject
branches; in which, if in any, is he aware of deficiencies?
(c) Is he clear about the standards of speech and of writing that
cates; and does he see himselfas authoritatively enforcing these or as
ing to relate them to the social environment?
(d) Does he hope to influence his pupils by the example of
enthusiasm and skill-and if so
he read or write much?
(e) Does he rely for effective work on an imposed discipline o
stimulation gained by the provision of adequate experiences in s
class, either through suitable reading, drama, speech or through extr
ular activities 1
(f) Does he expect to modify his aims or the standards of achiev
his pupils in accordance with the relationship to an abstract conce
correct or standard English, or with one to the social setting in w
pupils work!
(g) Is he satisfied with his knowledge of the psychological motiva
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